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ABSTRACT 

We review some topics in e+e- annihilation, including high-quality 
QCD tests, jet production, production of old and new leptons and 
quarks, gluonium, Higgs-bosons, and unconfined quarks. 

It is difficult for me to try to review the status of e+e- theory; I feel very much an 

amateur at this point. Since the early days, the field has matured and flourished a great 

deal. More than a half dozen very large experimental groups are well prepared to exploit 

the expected physics forthcoming from PETRA and soon from PEP. These groups are served by 

a large number of theoretical gurus, e.g., one expert on sphericity, another on spherocity, 

another for thrust, and so on. So the phenomenology expected from QCD and the Kobayashi

Maskawa six-quark version of electroweak SU(2) @ U(l) has been rather thoroughly worked out, 

and it is now a matter of waiting for the returns to come in. We have had abundant evidence 

at this meeting that thus far there is no trouble for the theory. It is a far cry from the 

early ADONE days, when existence of a large multihadron cross section was considered some

thing of a surprise, or the days of the CEA and SPEAR startups. Then the most popular 

hypothesis had R less than s -l logs, while R = 2/3 was considered a large estimate 1). This 

time around, everything is working remarkably well - almost too well. It is tangible 

evidence of the great progress that has been made in the last decade. 

This talk will not try to be a detailed or balanced review of the phenomenology, and 

will consist only of remarks on a few aspects I feel may be important, along with others 

that are perhaps a bit neglected. The topics are listed below: 

(1) Gold-plated tests of QCD. 

(2) Comments on jet properties. 

(3) Leptons, old and new. 

(4) New quarks. 

(5) Higgs. 

(6) Gluonium. 

(7) Unconfined quarks. 

1. GOLD-PLATED TESTS OF QCD 

Many QCD calculations are actually judicious mixtures of the parton-model and QCD per

turbation theory. Others stretch the limits of applicability of the short distance, pertur

bative quark-gluon aspect of the theory. But there are a few tests which appear to be 

especially clean, and therefore deserve special attention. The best candidate is th<: 

colliding beam total cross section, or R. The theoretical value is 

R 
a 

+ _____§_ + 
'IT 
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The second order term has only been recently calculated2). The result above is expressed in 

a modified minimal-subtraction renormalization scheme, one which allows a definition of as 

comparable to the one used .in analyses of deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. 

It is probably better to evaluate the real part of the vacuum polarization at spacelike 

Q
2

; this has been recently carried out by Sanda3). It should come as no surprise that the 

agreement with QCD is satisfactory. Nevertheless the systematic errors in the experiments 

are still large (6R ~ 0.5) and it is important to refine, if possible, the measurements to 

sharpen the comparison as much as possible. For example, it is not ruled out that there is 

a J=O pointlike integer-charged boson (R=0.25) being produced along with the quarks. 

Another test which appears quite clean is the production of energy (gluon jets) at large 

angles to the quark-jet direction4). A gluon with finite fraction E of the total energy and 

large angle (greater than some fixed angle 6) relative to the quark jet is emitted at very 
_k 5) 

short distances -s 2
, and therefore calculable in perturbation theory . This short-distance 

process should lead to a distinct 3-jet final state. Hence measurement of the cross section 

and distribution in the Dalitz plot of these "gold-plated" 3-jet events should lead to an 

especially clean test of QCD perturbation theory and an independent determination of as. 

Another candidate for a clean test is annihilation of onium into three gluons. How

ever recent calculations6) show very large radiative corrections for these processes, 

-(10-20) as/rr. Thus doubt is shed on quantative tests based on hadronic width. However, 

the data7) on 3-jet final states in T decay remain of course a nice piece of general 

evidence in support of QCD. 

We may also mention in this connection recent work of Peskin8), who constructs a strict 

multipole expansion for gluon systems coupled to massive onia, based on operator product 

expansions. However in this case, it can only be applied to extremely heavy onia (which are 

essentially Coulombic), with level spacing large compared to the confinement scale A 

(Peskin optimistically estimates mQ ~ 25 GeV, but this number could well be considerably 

higher). This again suggests that QCD tests involving onia may not be all that gold-plated. 

2. JET PROPERTIES 

It takes a distance scale -10-20 f for a PETRA/PEP jet to evolve from its parent 

parton into a group of distinct, approximately collinear hadrons. After the original qq 

pair have separated by no more than 1 fermi, one must expect that non-perturbative confine

ment effects are operative, in order that each jet screens the fractional charge and color 

it possesses at birth9). It is not clear to what extent (if any) such effects influence, 

say, the inclusive distribution of leading hadrons. Nevertheless, one must exercise extra 

caution in interpreting inclusive hadron distributions (parton fragmentation) in terms of 

perturbative QCD. 

The question of the time-evolution and screening of QCD jets has recently attracted 

theoretical attention. The tree-structure of quark and gluon emissions present in the 

leading-logarithm approximation to QCD suggests a time-evolution for jet formation similar 

to the Weiszacker-Williams approximation in QED. The QED evolution does occur on a long 

time scalelO) (proportional to IS) so that one may suspect perturbative QCD to be deficient 

in being able to account for the evolution of color confinement 11 ). However, the situation 

appears to be not that bad 12), Owing to the high multiplicity of low-rapidity gluons 

emitted at short times - times short enough (t << lf) for the perturbative calculations to 
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be trusted there is enough filling of the central rapidity-region to allow soft confining 

effects to easily proceed at early times 13). Indeed it has been found by Amati and 

Veneziano 14 ) that the distribution in rapidity of virtual quarks produced at early proper 

time (i.e., very near the light cone) allow - in the 1 /Nc approximation - the quarks to be 

grouped into color-singlet combinations of relatively low mass. This phenomenon, which is 

dubbed "preconfinement," sets the stage for the action of only soft confining forces in 

producing the observed hadrons out of the groups of virtual quarks and gluons. 

However, these calculations are strictly valid only in the very asymptotic limit of 

high multiplicity of virtual gluons (ng ~exp /Q2/µ2) and thus very high Q2. It would also 

be nice to see a more explicit space-time description of how the jets evolve. Another 

interesting question concerns what role would be played by pre-confining processes in a 

world without light quarks u, d, s. On the one hand, at sufficiently high energies IS, the 

time-evolution of the perturbative QCD jet should be insensitive to quark masses mQ for 
-1 

times t < mQ . On the other hand, one intuitively suspects that in a world with only heavy 

quarks, confinement is implemented at all energies via strings connecting the heavy quarks, 

and not by pair-creation of QQ. Is this intuition wrong? 

While jet structure has its theoretical uncertainties, it does mean we might learn more 

about non-perturbative aspects of QCD by studying it. The approximate scaling behavior of 

the leading hadrons is compatible with parton model ideas, suggesting that use of perturba

tive methods may be applicable. This phenomenology has had some success and is discussed 

here 15 ) by M. K. Gaillard. An important experimental question concerns charge correlations 

of the leading hadrons. The observed hadron distributions in neutrino-nucleon interactions 

are in good agreement with the general notions of parton fragmentation 16). While much of 

the observed correlations of leading hadrons with parent-quark charge in charged-current 

v and v processes may be attributed to phase-space and overall charge-conservation effects 17), 

this criticism cannot be made for the neutral-current processes, where a distinct difference 

in the 1//1T- ratio for leading mesons has been seen in vN vs. vN processes. [In fact, it 

may now be time to use neutral currents as a tool in studying QCD and parton-model dynamics, 

accepting the applicability of the Weinberg-Salam effective Lagrangian for the basic 

coupling.] In colliding-beam reactions, one must therefore expect a negative charge corre

lation of the leading hadron in the quark jet with that of the antiquark jet, reflecting the 

negative charge correlation of their parents. A search for such an effect was made in 

SPEAR data, with results somewhere between inconclusive and negative 18). It seems hard to 

find an excuse for this effect not being present at the higher energies now available. 

Another question of considerable interest concerns the inclusive production of D and 

D*. One naturally expects that their momentum distributions should be flatter than the pion 

distribution because of the heavy quark inside, which is difficult to decelerate. Existing 

SPEAR data 19 ) is too close to threshold to give a good inclusive distribution. The situation 

in the neutrino data is consistent with a flat D spectrum; however, the arguments are 

rather indirect20). 

3. LEPTONS, OLD AND NEW 

+ -The e e physics of µ and e centers about the QED tests. Of course we now ~ect QED 

to break down. The photon j s supposed to di,e at a distance scale of ~100 GeV, presumably 

to be replaced by the U(l) generator of electroweak SU(2) 0 U(l) at shorter distances. 
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The most salient tests are well known and well studied, namely oR + _ and the front-back 
]J ]J 

asymmetry in e+e- + µ+µ-. 

The T lepton is by now almost an "old" lepton. But it should not be taken for granted; 

we saw already21 ) that PEP/PETRA should be especially clean sources of T's. What is 

interesting? 

(i) Lifetime: Georgi and Glashow have recently played with assigning T to a higher 

grand-unified SU(5) representation22 ), leading to a reassignment of T to an electro

weak triplet (vT T- L--) 1 . This leads to a T lifetime a factor two shorter than the 

standard value. On the other hand, were vT mixed with a massive neutral lepton, the 

lifetime could be longer. 

(ii) Branching ratios: Kane, motivated by the apparently large branching ratio of D + KK 

observed at SPEAR, has suggested23) that charged Higgs-exchange contributes to this 
+ 

weak decay as well as the usual w- exchange. His scheme then implies that this Higgs 

should contribute to T-decay. This leads to branching ratios for T + Kv and T + nv 

at variance with the standard (gold-plated) predictions coming from W-exchange. The 

effect is a factor ~1.4 for Kv and ~1.1 for nv. 

(iii) Rare decays: We know so little about intergeneration relations that one should watch 

for other unanticipated rare decays such as T + eee, µee, µy, ey, µn, µK, en, eK, ... 

Given the cloning of fermions into three generations, we cannot rule out the possibility 

of a fourth charged sequential lepton A. If the trend m /m > m Im > m, /mT is correct 24 ), 
]J e T ]J A 

there is a good chance that A production would be within the PETRA/PEP energy range. The 

final states and branching fractions would be (for EcMS ~ 30 GeV) 

+ qqqqvv 45% 

+ q q Q, v \I \I 45% 

+ Q, Q, v v \Iv 10% ( 2) 

Signatures are high sphericity, relatively low visible energy, and considerable numbers of 

energetic associated charged leptons which are not correlated with the quark jets. It seems 

unlikely that such a particle has been already produced at PETRA unless the threshold is 

rather near 27.4 GeV. 

Neutral leptons, while less conventional, should not be forgotten. They naturally 

appear, for example25), in the grand-unified theory based on the exceptional group E6. [This 

model can be arranged26 ) so as to give just as satisfactory a value for sin2eW as SU(5).] 

There was a time when a neutral lepton N°, paired with the right-handed electron in a weak 

doublet, helped in understanding the null result of the Seattle and Oxford atomic parity 

violation experiments. Such an N° could be produced in e+e- + N0ve via W-exchange, or in 

T + vTNOe-. A search27 ) at SLAC for the latter mode set a limit MN0 > 1.2 GeV. However, 

the SLAC polarized electron-scattering experiments 28) have disallowed this assignment. The 

remaining way to produce an N
0 

in e+e- annihilation is pair production via an intermediate 
0 29) -2 z (or Higgs). The R for such a process is~ 10 at EcMS ~ 30 GeV. Provided N0 communi-

cates with µ or T, a good signature is two leptons (+ other charged particles as well) in 

the final state. If N0 is of low mass, the n±µ+ channel is an especially nice signature. 

If No is of high mass, the high sphericity (plus two leptons), or more than two charged 

leptons are good signatures. 
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4. NEW QUARKS 

The signatures for new-quark production have been much discussed30) and will not be 

reviewed here again in detail. They include increases in sphericity, nch' inclusive lepton 

yields, and various multilepton configurations as one crosses the production threshold. As 

one has seen31), the detection is relatively easy for tops, and difficult for bottoms. 

While one may discover such quarks without too much grief, it is harder to do something 

with them once one has them. For example, the decay 

t -+ qqq (3) 

with mt ~ 15-20 GeV will yield a better 3-jet final state than T -+ qqq. But with two t-quarks 

per event, it will be hard to disentangle all those jets. 

For the bottom-quark the situation is similar. There is expected to be a flavor cascade 

b -+ c -+ s -+ u (4) 
w 

and inclusive properties as well as multilepton, multikaon events will provide a fair amount 

of information. But it will be rather indirect. To find direct exclusive decay channels 

of B will probably be harder than for D. Leading candidates are B -+ Dnn or n*nn. An 

interesting idea32) is to use the decay channel b -+ c(cs) which is not too badly repressed 

by phase-space effects. One has modes B -+ DDK or B -+ ~K. Observable branching ratios, 

however, are not better than 10-3 , so that one needs > 104 bottom-mesons just to enter the 

game 33) . 

The orthodoxy gives a reasonably definite picture of bottom-quark properties, but these 

properties could change radically were the orthodoxy to be abandoned. If bottom is an 

electroweak singlet, one does not understand at all the decay-mechanism, and the lifetime 

could be anything. Even within the doublet assignment, crazy things might happen. For 

example, Derman34 ) uses permutation symmetry to relate fermion generations to each other, 

and ends up, because of multiplicative conservation laws, with b decaying only semileptoni

cally, e.g., b-+ qµe. It will not take long to settle that issue. 

5. HIGGS 

The final, least understood, and least established piece of the orthodoxy is the Higgs 

sector. The minimal scheme has one neutral Higgs-boson of mass somewhere between ~10 GeV 

and ~10 3 GeV. There has been increased enthusiasrn35)• 36 ) of late for supposing that the 

only mechanism which gives the Higgs-boson its mass is essentially the virtual emission and 

absorption of W± and Z. With the present value of sin2ew ;;t 0.23, this puts the Higgs-mass 

at ~ 10 GeV, approximately degenerate with the T system. This mass range for the Higgs is 

rather advantageous from the point of view of early detection35). If toponium does turn up 

at a mass ~30 GeV, the branching ratio for (tt)-+ h0 +y is~ 5xlo-3. In addition, the 

decays of T states (especially T' and T") into h 0 + y is enhanced by mixing of the h0 with the 

o++ P-wave bottomonium states. Branching ratios are ~ 10-4 , and with some luck could even 

be bigger. The situation is summarized in Fig. 1. 

The Higgs sector might suffer proliferation, just like the fermion-sector does. If 

so, there should exist charged Higgs particles, which should be pair-produced by e+e-, with 

an R=0.25. However, not much guidance can be given on masses, coupling constants, or 

decay modes 37). 
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6. GLUONIUM 

z 
0 

0.26 0.24 

H-cc 

H-gg 
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Fig. 1. Properties of a standard model Diggs-boson of 
mass ~10 GeV (the "scalon"). Taken from Ref. 35). 

We now turn to a less-discussed feature 38 ) of the orthodoxy - that of gluonium. 

Gluonia are the physical quanta of pure QCD (i.e., QCD without the quarks): quarkless, 

colorless, flavorless mesons with mass probably in the range of 1 to 2 GeV. We emphasjze 

that QCD implies that they should exist. Why? Let us start with pure QCD and consider the 

well known process 

\) + \) + g + g (5) 

This is neutrino-antineutrino annihilation into two gluons via a virtual graviton. At short 

distances asymptotic freedom tells us that the cross section can be calculated perturbative-

ly. Let 

R 
\) 

__ Q_Ltl_ 
o(s)point 

(6) 

be defined as usual, and consider the behavior as s decreases. As s approaches the confine

ment scale, perturbation tt:eory breaks down, and we expect some wiggles jn the true Rv along 

with possible discrete resonances, as shown in Fig. 2. There are two choices for the mass 

scale M: either it is small (1-2 GeV) or it is large. If it is large, gluonia could be 

heavy, but then perturbation theory breaks down at an unexpectedly high mass scale. Such 
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical cross section 
for the process v + v -+ hadrons 
(gluonia) in pure quarkless QCD, 
normalized to the point cross 
section. 
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a conclusion would undermine the applicability 

of perturbative QCD at a moderate mass scale. On 

the other hand, if the mass scale is small, then 

the glnonia have small masses and there is no pro-

blem with convergence of perturbation theory. 

However, this is still pure, quarkless QCD, not 

the real world. What happens when the quarks are 

introduced? Again, there are two possibilities: 

either the gluonia mix strongly with the ordinary 

qq meson states, or else the mixing is small. 

Consider the first possibility. The gluonia (some 

of which were stable) become very broad and difficult to see as resonances. But this 

threatens to introduce large violations of the OZI rule, with possibly large violations of 

the ideal nonet mixing in the 1 (mp ;:; m) and 2++ (mA2 ;:; mf) nonets, along with broadening 

of ¢ and ¢' widths. 

Despite these problems, a group at ITEP in Moscow have recently advocated this view

point39). Their basic starting point id the set of QCD sum rules used not only to success

fully describe the charm sector, but even to determine the parameters of p0 and w 

resonances 40). Emboldened by this success, they analyze two-point functions such as 

<OIF2 (x) F2 (0) IO> and <OIFF(x) FF(O) !O> in the same way as the electromagnetic vacuum 

polarization, and conclude that the sum rules which they construct should (or could) be 

saturated by the o++ s meson (the broad 1111 "resonance" at ~700 MeV) for F2 , and then' for 

F~. They estimate the radiative decays¢-+ nY and¢-+ n'y with this picture41 ), finding 

satisfactory agreement with experiment. Nevertheless the calculations do not look too clean 

(for example, instanton effects enter in a poorly controlled way). The success of the 

straightforward quark-model estimat/12 ) of f(n' -+ yy) is no longer understood. Ar.cl one 

wonders whether a systematic study of OZI forbidden processes (e.g.,¢'-+ ¢1111) would allow 

compatibility with this scheme4 3). 

I think it fair to say that most QCD theorists favor the second alternative, that 

gluonia mix very little with ordinary q~ mesons and arc narrow. This is a feature of the 

topological expansion or l/N expansion44). [An eloquent exposition and summary of this line 

of argument has been recently given by Witten45 ).] What then are the properties? Theory 

is hard put to give a sharp answer to this question (it is a challenge for nonperturbacive, 

pure QCD to give us a spectrum - even qualitative - in terms of as). As a first terribly 

simple-minded attempt, we may try a naive gluonium mode1 38), at least as naive as the naive 

parton model, naive Drell and Yan, or naive SU(6) quark spectroscopy. Just take two or 

three massive "constituent gluons" and bind them together into an S-wave bound state with 

spin-independent central potential. One gets a plethora of candidate states (cf., Table IJ, 

not all of which need be low-lying - or even exist - in the real world. Some typical 

decay channels are also listed in the table. Nothing very distinguished emerges. One must 

have (approximate) SU(3) - singlet states, suggesting that channels with n. n', ~.K's 

may be advantageous. Robson 38) suggests a 1-+ gluonium decay into n+n' might be a good 

possibility. 

Where should gluonia be produced? No doubt in hadron collisions (are "clusters" 

gluonia?), but they may be hard to dig out of the background. 111T and KK phase-shift analyses 
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might be promising places to look for narrow o++ and/or 2++ states. Resonant e+e- annihi-

lation is of course good for any 1 gluonium state. However, one has to go rather far down 

the list of candidates in Table I to find one, and the leptonic width would be hard to 

estimate and quite likely rather small. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Type 

EiEj 

E.B. 
]_ J 

B.B. 
]_ J 

EiEjEk 

B.B.Bk 
]_ J 

l 

o++, 2++ 

-+ -+ 2-+ 
0 ' 1 ' 

3 

2+-
' 

l 
-+ -+ 2-+ 

0 ' 1 ' 

2-- 3--

TABLE I 

Typical Decays 

no,KK,nS*,n 1 E,PB,K*Q;nAl,KQ, ... 

Same as (1) 

no,KK,n 1 E,np,KK*,nw,n'¢,wf,¢f', ... 

Same as (l); no,KK,ns*, ... 

np,KK*,nw,n'¢,nB,KQ,nD, ... 

Same as (2) 

nB,KQ,pA2,K*K**,wf,¢f 1
, ••• 

Same as (l); nB,KQ,pAl,pA2, ... 

The best chance for finding gluonia probably lies in radiative w decays46): w + y + 

gluonium. In QCD the branching ratio is estimated to be -10% although the aforementioned 

large radiative corrections makes this at best a semiquantitative guess. The y-ray spectrum 

from the lowest order perturbative calculation is shown in Fig. 3(a); it is essentially 

3-body phase-space. Radiative corrections6) will change it to something like Fig. 3(b), 

while replacing the low-mass gg parton final-states with a more realistic resonance spectrum 

(assuming duality) will provide something like Fig. 3(c). 

dN dN dN 

(a) ( b) 

Ey Ey 

Fig. 3. (a) Lowest-order y spectrum as calculated 
for w + ygg. 

(b) The y-spectrum (schematic) only after 
radiative corrections. 

(c) The conjectured real spectrum after 
inclusion of gluonium resonances 
(with use of duality) 
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The known decays¢+ Yn, yn', yf give a total width of~ 1%. The Mark I lead-glass 

wall collaboration at SPEAR has reported47) a single-y continuum contribution (with mass 

recoiling against they of~ 1.7-1.8 GeV) consistent with a total radiative branching ratio 

of ~5%. If this result holds up, the gluonia may in fact be already observed. 

A large fraction of the final gg state is expected4S) to be O++ and 2++. Krammer49) 

has estimated the rrrr angular correlation in the decay ¢ + ygg + yf + yrrrr expected from QCD. 

The correlation observed experimentally agrees nicely with expectations. However, only a 

quite weak qq ++ gg coupling is needed, so that this does not imply that the f is a gluonium 

state. It is also curious that ¢ + yf' has not been seen. 

7. UNCONFINED QUARKS 

Unconfined quarks may seem a radical departure from orthodox QCD, but it may not be so 

at all. De Rujula, Giles and Jaffe50) have studied a slightly multilated version of QCD 

which appears to produce unconfined quarks of large mass and large size. The procedure is 

as follows: 

(1) Give gluons a small "Lagrangian" mass llg (we will be considering llg ~ 5-20 MeV, 

of order the bare-quark "Lagrangian" masses). 

(2) Do this by the Higgs-mechanism. [Otherwise nonrenormalizable effects probably 

occur at an unacceptably low mass scale.] The Higgs representation(s) must be~ (or lQ, 

]:_z, ..• ), not l (or.§., _!2, ... ) in order to avoid low-mass colorless fermions of fractional 

charge built from quarks bound to the Higgs-bosonsSl). 

(3) Unbroken QCD (omitting temporarily the light quarks) probably implies a quite 

stable string connecting a widely separated pair of very heavy quarks Q. If the distance 

exceeds the gluon Compton wavelength µ; 1 it is plausible (but not self-evident and far from 

proven) that this string breaks, owing to the replacement of a power-law potential with a 

Yukawa-like potential. A single quark Q with a piece of broken string then has a mass 
-1 

M ~ mq + Tµg, where Tis the energy per unit length of the string (string-tension), ~l 

GeV/f. If this picture can be maintained, it implies that both size and mass of unconfined 
-1 

quark are ~µg, i.e., tend to infinity as the breaking tends to zero. 

(4) Adding in the light quarks u,d,s may profoundly change the situation. Vacuum 

structure is probably modified, and in unbroken QCD the string breaks by Heisenberg-Euler 

pair creation52). This probably means that the color field surrounding the unconfined quark 

contains a large component of virtual pairs of light quarks. It may even be that a degenerate 

sea of q's and q's form in order to suppress further pair creation. However this is at best 

wild speculation. 

In addition to the large size, large mass, and complicated internal structure, such an 

unconfined quark would accrete nucleons in its passage through matter. The mass of the 

resultant system versus baryon number A is estimated by De Rujula, Giles and JaffeSO) to 

look like Fig. 4(a). McLerran and I, motivated by a desperate effort to understand the 

Centauro cosmic-ray event, have tried going one step further53). We considered a situation 

(Fig. 4(b)) where the primeval quark with JAi < 1 can spontaneously decay into a lighter 

system of large A with emission of ~A antibaryons. This might happen were the region of 

color field surrounding the quark source stabilized from pair-creation by the presence of 

a degenerate sea of either light quarks or light antiquarks, but not both (thereby avoiding 

the cost of the extra kinetic energy). Again, this is wild speculation. 
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Mo A 

(a) IV 
[---~--A 

Fig. 4. (a) Mass of an unconfined 
quark + baryonic matter system as 
function of A according to De 
Rujula, Giles and Jaffe (Ref. 50). 
(b) Extreme variant used by McLerran 
and me (Ref. 53) as model of Centauro 
event. 
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If large, heavy quarks do exist, how might 

they be produced? In e + e - annihilation, probably 

a necessary condition is that a newly formed q~ 
-1 

pair separate by a distance ug without any quark 

pair breaking the string. Since the probability 

per unit time of Heisenberg-Euler pair creation 

is some constant, say 

df 
20 MeV/f 

dz 
(7) 

then the survival probability PQQ will be 

PQQ 
('1 )2 

exp - ~ (8) 

with the scale factor m- 2 proportional to df/dz in Eq. (7). With the above guess for the 

decay rate of the string, one gets m - 3 GeV. This would lead, for MQ - 10 GeV, to a yield 

RQQ of unconfined quarks in e+e- annihilations of 

(9) 

But this is clearly very uncertain; the ~xponent is not reliable to better than a factor 

-3-10. 

What is the mass of the unconfined quark? SI+) Recently Steigman and Wagoner have re-

considered the problem of quark production in the big bang. They estimate the quark/baryon 

fraction by regarding, at the time when quark matter makes the phase transition to nuclear 

matter (temperature T - 100-200 MeV), those quarks of energy E > mQ as the remanent physical 

quarks. This results in a quark mass estimate of -15-30 CeV, provided the quark abundance 

is to be -10-18_10- 20 per nucleon, as indicated by the Stanford experimentsSS). It may not 

make sense to identify in that epoch those energetic quark-partons with the heavy, large 

unconfined quarks we discussed. If one only allows non-equilibrium quark production by 

hadron-hadron collisions after the phase transition, the mass estimate goes down 56 ) to 

-10 GeV. In either case the mass range is of experimental interesE. 

What messages are there in all this crazy speculation? For theorists there is a 

challenge: one clearly need not believe a word of what we have said. But if anyone really 

claims to understand confinement in QCD, he should also be able to understand what happens 

were QCD to be slightly broken in the way we described. 

And what is the message for experimentalists? It is simply that, were they to observe 
+ -an e·e event with two highly charged heavy tracks, accompanied by fireballs composed of 

several baryons and antibaryons, they should let us all know about it. After all, it may 

turn out to be another test of QCD. 

8. SUMMARY 

The present experimental situation exhibits a remarkably good agreement with theoretical 

expectations. There exists opportunities of making truly incisive tests of QCD by study of 

R and of gold-plated 3-jet events. Somewhat less incisive, but still an important issue 

ATlrl wh i 1 P it i 'l 

somewhat premature to draw any firm conclusion from the new data, it already appears that 
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if truly new and surprising phenomena exist in the energy range 13-27 GeV, they do so at 

best at a rather low level. One should of course pursue the search for possible kinds of 

low-level hidden phenomena, such as charged Higgs-bosons, or the standard neutral Higgs in 

onium-decays, or neutral lepton production, or even unconfined quarks. And we may still 

have major surprises as the energies increase from the 28 GeV at present to ~40 GeV in the 

near future. 

* * * 
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DISCUSSION 

Chairmcm: \\I. Jentschke 

Sci. Secretaries: A. Contin and R. Ross 

S.J. Undenbawn: I note with interest your first diagram that indicated, as you stated, that 
what happened inside jets was quite complicated. TI1ereforc I think th~•t a statement that one 
narrower jct accompanied by one wider jet was evidence for a single gluon emission frcrn one 
of the quarks is not entirely founded. I believe in the possibility that the strong inter
actions which are non-perturbative arc large -- they could also include final-state particle 
interactions in the language of the pre-QCD era. What is your view of this? 

J. D. BJorken: The experimentalists can probably answer this better than I can, but the 
evidence presented looks very favourable for the QCD picture; however, it certainly does 
require a careful set of control, Monte Carlo experiments. I think some of that has been 
done; namely one takes the best model of two-jct production, putting in resonance decays 
and all that kind of thing, and simulates the experiment with conventional assumptions to 
see whether one can get the observed behaviour or whether one really needs something like 
gluons. I think a fair amount of that kind of simulation has been clone but perhaps an experi
mentalist would like to comment on that. 

S.J. Lindenbawn: Sorry, as far as I know, they have not taken into account explicitly final
state interactions and I would worry about that because as you point out, these things are 
very strongiy interacting even in the region of one fenni. 

J. D. BJorken: I'll pass to the experimentalists on that. 

P. Soding (comment): Resonance effects have been taken into account in the Monte Carlo 
calculations of two-jct production with which the e+e- data at PETRA have been compared. TI1e 
m3in arguments :163inst rcs0n::ir:cc 2_rtd other h::!droni c fi n2 l-st11,t0 i nter0ct ion 0ff0rtc: hPi ng 
the reason for the observed jet broadening are: i) the strong increase of this effect with 
Q2

, and ii) the fact that the jets tend to stay flat in one plane while they broaden in that 
plane. An interpretation of these facts purely in terms of resonances does not seem natural. 
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S.J. Lindenbawn: Another point: I also noted with interest your statement that the degree 
of quark-gluon mixing could affect the OZI rule. As you may know, we have written a paper 
which shows that the OZI rule does not work satisfactorily in production processes, such as 
n-p-+ ¢¢n, and others. On the other hand, it seems to work well in decays of particles. 
Do you believe the quark-gluon mixing could be quite different in these two cases and explain 
this anomaly? 

J.D. Bjorken: I would rather not conunent on this question. 

W. Nahm: As you talked about broken QCD and in particular broken strings shaking off baryons, 
can you comment about the Centauro events in cosmic rays? 

J.D. Bjorken: McClarren and I have speculated on that. We have three models. The first is 
just a glob of very dense quark matter which is metastable and is destabilized on its passage 
through the atmosphere and then explodes. It needs no primordial quark, it does not have 
to be a fractional charge for that mechanism to work. 

111en we speculated that, maybe, to hold this quark together at high enough density, it would 
be advantageous to have the heavy quark as a core. 

'I11en the third speculation, which gives more or less the same phenomenology, was a different 
mechanism but involved the picture I showed; what happened was that one had a primary proton 
which then fragmented into these primordial quarks of small charges, but these imnediately 
decay into the quarks of large baryon mm1ber, emitting a large number of baryons as secondary 
products. Then, what one saw in the Centauro were all these "fireball" secondary baryons. 
It is pretty wild and it is marginally compatible with other cosmic-ray data. 


